In thiB paper we prove that the set of prime ideals in an additive conservative system is a spectral space and that ever; morphism of additive conservative systems induces a spectral map.
Proof.
See [7] or [4] • L e m a a 2. Let (R,«tt) be an additive conservative system and let A be an ideal of R. Then A is an ¿l-ideal if and only if for every xeR the oondition x e A implies [x] c A.
Fro of. The necessity of the condition is obvious. To prove sufficiency we show that [A] c A. Let x e [i] , then, by Lemma 1, we have xe ^.
,a Q J , for some a^,...,a n e A. Since [a 1t ...,a n ] « [a.,] + ... + [a Q ] and [aj cA, for i » 1,...,n, thus x eA.
For any ring R, Speo(S) will denote the set of prime ideals in B with the Zariski topology ( [1] p.125). If B is a subset of R, then by T(B) we denote the set of prime ideals of R containing B and by D(B) we denote the set Spec(R)\V(E).
Let (R, be an additive conservative system. The set of prime «M-ideals in R will be denoted by Speo(R, and will be oalled the prime spectrum of (R, jvi). -As a topological spaoe, it has the subspace topology from Spec(R), so that the closed sets in Spec(R,iM) are of the form V(E) n Speo(R, JM.), where B is a subset of R. Eeoall from ( [5] ) that a topological space X is called spectral if it is TQ and quasi-oompaot, the quasi-oompaot open subsets are olosed under finite intersection and form an open basis, and ever; nonempty irreducible closed subset has a generic point. Moreover, a continuous map of spectral spaces is called speotral if the inverse image of quasi-compact opei sets are quasi-oompaot. It is well known, that for ever; ring R, Spec(R) is a spectral spaoe, and, for ever; ring homomorphism f, a^ is a speotral map* Lemma 4* Let T be a subspaoe of a spectral spaoe X. Proof. Lemma 3 implies that Speo(R, H) is a olosed set in the patch topology on Speo(R) (see [5] p.45). It follows that Speo(R,M) is a speotral subobjeot of Speo(R) (see [5] 
